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ABSTRACT
Data, information and knowledge are recognized as useful assets for analysis, recommendation and decision making at
any business level of an organization. Providing the right information for decision making considering different userrequirements, projects and situations is, however, a difficult issue. A frequently-neglected challenge is to cope with the
influence of contextual issues affecting the success of outcomes and decisions. Particularly, when conducting quality
evaluations in software organizations, it is of paramount importance to identify beforehand the contextual issues affecting outcomes and interpretations for measurement and evaluation projects. Therefore, the relevant context information should be clearly identified, specified and recorded for performing more robust analysis and recommendations. In
this work, a domain-independent context model and a mechanism to integrate it to any application domain is presented.
The context model is built upon a measurement and evaluation framework enabling quantification and semantic capabilities. The context model is then integrated in the mentioned framework itself to enable recommendations in measurement and evaluation projects.
Keywords: Context-Aware, Context Model, Recommender System, Measurement, Evaluation, C-INCAMI Framework

1. Introduction
It is well recognized that information and knowledge
play a central role in the success of organizations involved in the development or use of software and web
applications. This is evidenced by the increasing amount
of research and events in areas related to information and
knowledge management, spanning a wide range of different fields such as e-business, e-learning, web engineering and Web 2.0, organizational memory management,
just to mention a few. In any case information cannot be
interpreted in isolation due to the influence of contextual
factors such as temporal, functional, structural, and user
viewpoint aspects. Indeed, recent research has started
paying attention to the important role context plays on
how information is handled and interpreted and how context can be represented and gathered to that end. These
are the concerns of the so called context-aware approach,
firstly applied in mobile and ubiquitous applications [1]
where the need of context is evident as a key driver for
delivering content and services. However context-awareness is also useful in other fields such as software and
web engineering. Regardless of the field of application, a
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

context model is a key issue and a starting point in successfully applying a context-aware approach. To that aim,
we believe that in order to achieve an effective contextaware application, the designed context model should
have support for context property types, both at a structural and semantic level, and for the contextualization of
domain concepts. Nevertheless we observe in existing
related works, regardless of the chosen modeling approach, the lack of a sound approach towards the structuring and quantification of context properties: context models are built from scratch disregarding measurement
theory concepts, i.e. no meta-data about scales (and scale
types), units and quantification methods are specified. In
this sense, we argue that the quantification of context
properties is just the quantification of some entity's attributes; thus, context models could benefit from existing
measurement models and frameworks to build upon them.
In this work we present a context model built upon the
measurement and evaluation framework so called INCAMI
(Information Need, Concept Model, Attribute, Metric and
Indicator) [2]. This framework provides concepts such as
Entity, Attribute, Metric, Scale, Unit, among others,
which can be used as a foundation to build applications
JSEA
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capable of specifying data and meta-data for measurement
and evaluation design and implementation. Another issue
to be addressed by a context-aware application is the
establishment of mechanisms to gather relevant context
information from the actual and relevant situation of the
entity of interest, and also to use that information in providing context-based recommendations. Lastly, architecttural support to ease the integration of context-related
functionality with existing domain applications must be
provided in order to realize the benefits of having context
descriptions of the situation at hand. In this work a mechanism based on semantic catalogues was designed and
implemented together with a prototype of a context-based
recommender system intended to be used by organizations
(details of this implementation are out of the scope of this
article).
In this article the context-aware approach is applied to
web engineering; particularly, we are interested in context
information affecting the design, implementation and outcomes interpretations for measurement and evaluation
(M&E) projects in software organizations. To this aim, it
is of paramount importance to clearly identify, specify and
record from the start context information relevant to a
particular M&E project [3-6] to 1) assist in design decisions—e.g. selecting a metric, whose correct applicability
depends on the target context, to quantify some entity
attribute-, and 2) to make explicit the underlying issues
that characterize a given entity or the project itself for
analysis and comparison purposes. In the end more robust
analysis and recommendations could be achieved among
the whole organization’s projects. Several proposals exist
in the literature covering different views for the M&E
domain—i.e. processes, conceptual models, methods [3-5,
7-10] although none of them cover the context issue in
such a comprehensive way to achieve the above mentioned capabilities.
Therefore we extend and improve our previous proposal [11] in which a context model was included in the
INCAMI M&E framework allowing to specify in a clearly
structured way context-aware data and meta-data for
M&E projects as a foundation to support context sensitive
recommendations to M&E activities. The result was the
C-INCAMI (as for Contextual INCAMI) framework. The
extension presented here includes a mechanism to integrate existing domain concepts in the context model and
to compare context descriptions as a foundation for a recommender system.
Summarizing, the main contributions of this article are
the following:
 A domain-independent context model built upon a
M&E framework—an enhancement of [11] and a
mechanism to integrate existing domain concepts
with the context model;
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

 A context comparison mechanism—based on similarity and applicability metrics—allowing the realization of the above two context-aware recommendation cases for M&E;
The result is an improved context-aware M&E framework with recommendation capabilities that can be integrated to existing application domains.
The organization for the reminder of this article is as
follows: Section 2 presents an overview of the applied
context-aware approach, followed by an explanation of
the proposed context model and the domain integration
mechanism. In Section 3 the application of the contextaware approach to measurement and evaluation is presented. First, in subsection 3.1, we give details of how
context is specified and used; then, the design of metrics
for the context comparison mechanisms are presented;
lastly, a proof of concepts shows some details of the use of
the C-INCAMI framework and the supporting architectture. Related work and discussion are addressed in Section
4; and, finally, Section 5 discusses, conclusions and future
work.

2. A Context-Aware Approach
The rationale of the context-aware approach is based on
the widely accepted premise that information cannot be
interpreted in isolation but rather considering its context.
Applying this approach implies knowing and processing
quantitatively the context attributes or properties that influence how domain information is interpreted and processed, for which a properly designed context model is
necessary. A context-aware application is then one which
depends on or uses context information to offer its services [12].
Applying the context-aware approach implies decisions
on a set of issues, namely, a context model and mechanisms to capture and use context information. Decisions
on these issues should be made according to the intended
purpose of the approach. These will decide on the generality of the context-aware application, which would be desirable to some extent, for the sake of reusability, but without disregarding the trade-off with practical applicability.
But before engaging in any design or technical endeavor, it is necessary to understand what context is and
how it relates to specific-domain information. In [12-15]
authors provide slightly different definitions of context
with different purposes and target domains. For this matter, we agree with Dey’s general definition of context [12]:
“any information that can be used to characterize the
situation of an entity”, which may be “a person, place, or
object that is considered relevant to the interaction between a user and an application, including the user and
applications themselves”. However, rather than adopting a
definition of context as is, we analyzed the definitions
JSEA
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found in the cited literature and observed some common
issues about context information:
 It is relative to a specific object or entity of interest;
 It should be relevant with regard to:
o The specific task related to that entity,
o The specific intention towards the entity related
to that task,
o The interaction of the entity with other entities
of the context regarding the task and purpose;
 It is composed of a set of relevant properties with an
associated conceptualization (i.e. structure) that makes
their interpretation explicit. These properties may
belong to the entity of interest or relevant entities related to it.
Summarizing the above listing (see Figure 1), we consider context information as the set of relevant properties
(and its values) of the relevant entities involved in the
situation. By situation we understand the summing of the
entity of interest, the task and intention towards that entity
and the interaction between this and other entities; and, by
relevant, we mean that it may affect on how information is
interpreted regarding the situation at hand.
Regarding the context model a decision should be made
about the modeling approach following alignment with
[16] taking into account the corresponding pros and cons
that should be analyzed for the particular needs of the
application. In any case, the model should enable representation of context information and its integration to the
target domain based on the understanding of the characteristics of context information, as listed before.
Regarding the mechanisms to capture or specify context information two approaches arise [17], namely, context can be specified and attached at some point in time
with the pertinent information to be used later as a key for
selection, or it can be updated dynamically to adjust the
system behavior actively. Since both approaches satisfy
different needs the choice must be taken considering the
intended purpose of the application.
Regarding the use of context information, mechanisms
to process data instances of the context model should be
designed. Basically, mechanisms are necessary to compare two given context descriptions, one from the actual

Figure 1. Overview of the elements in the characterization
of context information.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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situation or environment and the other from the relevant
entity in the application domain, or both context descriptions from two separate application domain entities. These
mechanisms should produce a value that expresses in
some objective way the degree of similarity of the compared contexts. Again, the concrete mechanism depends
on the purpose of the application.
The above considerations remain valid regardless of the
application domain. For instance, in the case of the ubiquitous computing field, where a mobile user is the focus
entity, context should be modeled and mechanisms should
be devised for instance to discover and capture relevant
information from the surrounding environment of users in
order to offer them better services (relevant context aspects in this case are time, location, device, activity, role,
etc.). In our proposal, like in [14,18,19], context is considered from the information and/or knowledge management standpoint, particularly in a software engineering
domain with the aim of improving interpretations and
analysis results. In this case, the entity of interest is any
information element involved in some task, and the relevant context information comes from related entities in
the domain considered relevant with regard to the task and
purpose, e.g. related to processes, projects, resources,
stakeholders, etc.
In this work we focus on the application of the context-aware approach to the measurement and evaluation
domain aimed at making more coherent measurement
designs, and more sound interpretations from evaluation
results among projects. Context descriptions will be specified both for actual situations of M&E projects and for
reusable information elements—for example metrics,
quality models. etc. —which may be applicable to specific
target contexts. These context specifications will provide
ultimately the foundation for a M&E recommender system.

2.1. Context Model
Based on the general characterization of context presented
earlier a model to represent context information was designed. To this aim, different representation approaches
were analyzed [16], taking into account a set of requirements of interest to our proposal—some of which are
common to the ubiquitous computing domain:
 context information should be able to be validated
against the context model both at structure and instance level;
 contextual information should be precise and unambiguous allowing the consistent reuse of it;
 the context model should be able to be integrated to
current systems;
 the model should be simple enough to be specified
and processed with the aim of maintaining the sysJSEA
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tem cost-performance trade off;
 the model should be domain independent and allow
tailoring to cover any application domain;
An object-oriented modeling approach was chosen for
the high-level definition of the context model because of
its expressiveness and, at the same time, its understandability for communication purposes. Moreover, because
of the requirement of domain independence and integration to existing domains, an ontology approach will be
used for the representation at the implementation level to
take advantage of its facilities to interconnect different
application domains. Both approaches are complementary
because of their similarities.
In the above characterization we said that context is
composed of properties belonging to the entity of interest
or relevant entities associated to it in a given situation. We
also argued that these context properties can be seen as
ordinary attributes of some entity, thus the context model
could benefit from existing measurement frameworks providing these concepts and those related with attributes
quantification. In this work we use the INCAMI M&E
framework [2] as a foundation to build our context model.

For that purpose we briefly present next only the necessary framework's concepts; further details of the framework will be shown in Section 3.
The INCAMI framework specifies the concepts and
relationships necessary to specify the design and implementation of measurement and evaluation activities.
However, in order to build the context model only measurement related concepts are used as presented in Figure
2.
The gray boxes group related concepts as indicated by
their labels. The framework provides for the specification
of concrete Entities belonging to some Entity Category. In
turn each category has a number of associated Attributes
that can be used to describe entities belonging to that category. Each attribute can be quantified by a number ofMetrics—although only one is used in a particular case.
Broadly speaking, each metric is defined by a Scale de
scribing the values the attribute may assume and a Method
indicating how that value can be obtained. Notice from the
related concepts (and their attributes) in the diagram of
Figure 2 that different scales and methods can be clearly
specified. To quantify a given attribute of some entity a

Figure 2. An UML class diagram showing some concepts and relationships of the INCAMI framework used by the context
model.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Measurement is performed using the metric assigned to
the attribute. These measurements, and their corresponding measured values, are then associated to the entity on
which they were performed.
In order to reuse the quantification capabilities of the
INCAMI framework and based on the characterization of
context information, the context model is obtained by
extending the concepts Entity and Attribute. The resulting
model (see Figure 3) includes the definitions of the concepts and relationships necessary to specify context information and to contextualize (i.e. associate context
information to) domain-specific information. The model
was designed as a separate module to ease its integration
with existing systems.
The context model is composed of three concepts. The
main concept is Context which represents the relevant
state of the situation of an entity:
Definition 1 (Context) A special entity, described by a
set of context properties that characterizes the relevant
state of the situation of a given entity of interest. The
situation of an entity involves the task and purpose towards that entity and its relationships with other entities
regarding that task and purpose.
We consider Context as a special kind of Entity in
which related relevant entities are involved (as depicted in
Figure 3 by the related Entity relationship). Relevant
entities are those whose attributes are relevant in the interpretation of data relative to the task and purpose towards the entity of interest.
The situation is described by attributes of the relevant
entities involved in the context of the entity of interest.
These attributes are Context Properties that, properly
specified and quantified, can be used to describe the relevant context of the entity of interest regarding the task
and purpose:
Definition 2 (Context Property) A attribute that describes the Context of a given entity; this attribute belongs
to (the definition of) one of the entities that participates in
the described Context.
A context property is described by the meta-data inhe-

Figure 3. The context information module.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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rited from the Attribute class—i.e. name, definition and
objective—and also by the following meta-data, particular for its purpose:
 weight: the relative value of the context property
within a given context description; values range
between 0.0 and 1.0.
 relevance: the pertinence of using the context property to describe the context for a particular information need or contextual entity.
 multiValueCriterion: logic criterion to determine if
multiple values will be allowed for the context
property and, if so, how they will be treated. Possible
values are AND, OR, XOR—the first two values
allow more than one value to be assigned to the
property, while the last allows only one (the use of
the logic properties of each operator are explained in
Section 3).
The first two class attributes are meant to be assigned a
value when the context property is being used to describe
a particular context instance because of its definition:
weight is relative to all the properties used to describe the
context, and its relevance depends on the case and rationale of why the property is relevant. On the other hand,
the multi Value Criterion is intrinsic to the property so its
value is stored in its own definition.
As defined so far, this extension allows specifying the
context, for a given entity of interest, by identifying, and
associating to it, related relevant entities and then adding
their attributes as context properties to the context. Then,
metrics can be assigned to each context property and measurements be performed on the corresponding entity;
these are then associated to the context object.
For the contextualization of domain-specific information, the model also allows specifying the ideal context in
which a given context-sensitive entity could be applied or
used, namely the target context, based on the nature and
definition of that entity. These entities are called Contextual Entities:
Definition 3 (Contextual Entity) An entity whose
correct usage and/or interpretation is sensitive to the
context in which it is applied and/or analyzed.
As it is designed, the context model is pluggable and
reusable in existing applications, since the concepts in the
context model do not specify which entity situation it characterizes or which are the contextual entities; rather, the
domain implementing the context-aware approach is responsible for deciding which concepts are to be contextualized by establishing relationships with the corres ponding elements in the context model. Thus, this model can
be used to describe context information for any application domain, such as ubiquitous computing, even though
it was first conceived to apply to a web engineering environment.
JSEA
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Notice that the simplicity of the context model defined
by specializing measurement related concepts from existing frameworks. In this way details of how properties
are quantified and associated to the entities from where
they were taken remain in the extended measurement
framework, thus hidden from the context model.

2.2. Representation and Integration of Context
Information
As mentioned above an ontology approach will be used in
the representation of context information, taking advantage of the characteristics of the approach and its similarities with the object model used for the context model.
Particularly, we decided to use RDF (Resource Description Framework) [20] considering its standard status and
since there is already a comprehensive set of supporting
tools for storage, management and validation. This way,
semantic catalogues could be implemented to store both
domain-specific as well as context data and meta-data. Of
course, this decision may cause a restriction to the implementation of the approach in the sense that application
domains be encoded in RDF. Nevertheless we believe that
currently RDF has become an industry standard for information interchange. In the worse case, a set of tools for
relational to RDF mapping does exist to fill the gap1.
Now, for the integration of the context model with application domains two aspects need to be addressed. First,
concepts in the application domain can be contextualized
by simply linking to Context descriptions or sub-classing
ContextualEntity. Second, the context model can be linked to the application domain, as shown in Figure 4, by
using the URI (Uniform Resource Identifiers) mechanism
of RDF. Thus, the attributes classURI, individualURI and
propertyURI in some of the concepts of the M&E model
(Figure 4(a)), such as Attribute, Entity and Entity Category, are used to store the URI locator of the corresponding definition in the application domain (Figure
4(b)). This way, as shown in Figure 4, each entity involved in a context can be linked to the corresponding
entity description in the organization's databases and the
associated context properties can be linked to the corresponding properties of those entities as well. Moreover,
the elements involved in the context model, entities and
context properties, could be automatically gathered and
specified from its source in the organization's databases.

3. Context-Aware Measurement and
Evaluation
Measurement and evaluation are key processes in achieving quality for products and services offered by organi1

See developments of the W3C Workshop on RDF Access to Relational Databases at http://www.w3.org/2007/03/RdfRDB
2
http://www.idph.state.ia.us/health_literacy/common/pdf/tools/gunning
pdf
3
http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2001/200108.pdf
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zations, particularly in software and web engineering,
where quality is a must for the success of any endeavor.
This is evidenced by the amount of researches and standards [3-6,8-10,21] that document the activities and artifacts needed to that aim. A common denominator among
these works is the assertion that the explicit specification
and storing of context descriptions is needed as a parameter for selecting metrics and interpreting evaluation
outcomes. However none of these works provide a thorough proposal to perform these context-related activities.
In order to illustrate the above statement, consider the
following scenario in which we show how context information, if clearly structured, may help in a M&E design process. The scenario is based on an M&E case study
[22] we performed using INCAMI. Initially, the information need is specified: the purpose is to improve the
external quality of an e-Commerce shopping cart, as
perceived by customer users. The shopping cart belongs
to the Cuspide.com WebApp, an Argentinian company
which sells books online. Then, non-functional requirements for the external quality are designed, including a set
of high-level characteristics and associated measurable
attributes. One of the attributes to measure is the Readability of text in help and support pages, necessary to
determine the achieved satisfaction level for the Learnability concept. During measurement design two metrics
are found in the organization’s catalogue to quantify this
attribute: the Gunning fog index2 and the Lexile text3 metrics, so one of them should be selected. According to the
available meta-data of each metric, that includes for instance its objective, value interpretation, author, references and scale-, the Lexile text metric’s values are interpreted as a numeric representation of an individual’s
reading ability or a text’s readability (or difficulty), while
Gunning fog index’s values are interpreted as an indicator
of the number of years (of USA formal education) that a
person requires in order to easily understand the text on
the first reading. From these descriptions, either metric
could be successfully applied. Nevertheless, some information is missing in these descriptions since the Gunning fog index metric is designed for English texts, while
the Lexile text metric supports both English and Spanish.
This information becomes important if we consider that
the Cuspide’s shopping cart content is written in Spanish.
Although this fact could have been included in the metric’s interpretation, it would still need a manual inspection
to determine its applicability. Otherwise, by having a
clear and structured specification of the supported natural
language context property associated to each metric, this
choice can be made automatically. Thus, we argue that
measurement and evaluation is contextual, so explicit
context descriptions should be provided to support more
sound analysis and interpretations of projects outcomes.
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(a) C-IMCAMI Object model
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(b) RDF graph from the organization’s data base

Figure 4. Example of the integration of context information with the application domain.
Next, we present an overview of the INCAMI framework
which will be extended to support this capability.
In Section 2.1, we presented an initial overview of
INCAMI, focusing only on measurement related concepts.
Now we go further by giving more details about the
INCAMI framework. As mentioned earlier, INCAMI
provides a domain model defining all the concepts and
relationships needed to support M&E processes in software and web projects, as part of an organization's quality
assurance program. Thus, data and meta-data about Information Needs, Concept models, Attributes, Metrics,
Indicators, and related concepts (see Figure 5) can be
specified to document artifacts involved in the process.
INCAMI is based on an ontology [23] and also give
support to the WebQEM (Web Quality Evaluation Method) methodology [2]. In addition, a prototype tool and
an organizational catalogue were built [24] following the
INCAMI framework model to maintain the instances of
all defined concepts. So the catalogue can be used in
different M&E projects, providing reuse mechanisms and
making the check for meta-data consistency in analysis
processes easier. In turn, the INCAMI framework and the
defined M&E process can be used to instantiate methods
and tools.
The framework is structured in modules or packages,
namely: project management, non-functional requirements specification, measurement design and implementtation, and evaluation design and implementation (see [2]
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

for a thorough discussion of all modules):
 The project management module deals with the
specification of managerial information about M&E
projects;
 The non-functional requirements specification
module deals with the definition of the information
need and the specification of requirements by means
of one or more concept models (e.g. external quality
models, quality in use models, etc.) and their attributes;
 The measurement design and implementation module deals with the specification of concrete entities to
be measured, the metrics selection (from the catalogue) to quantify the attributes, and the recording of
the gathered measures; this module is centered in the
metric concept;
 The evaluation design and implementation module
deals with the definition of indicators, decision criteria and aggregation models that will help to enact
and interpret the selected concept model.
Briefly outlined, INCAMI follows a goal-oriented approach in which all the activities of the M&E process
(e.g. metrics and indicators selection, measurement and
evaluation execution, etc.) are guided by a stated Information Need which specifies particular non-functional
requirements of some Entity for a particular purpose and
user viewpoint. Non-functional requirements are repre
sented by Concept Models including high-level concepts
JSEA
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Figure 4. Diagram showing the main concepts of the INCAMI framework.

or characteristics, as in ISO 25010’s quality models [21],
as well as quantifiable Attributes associated with the entity under analysis. Concept models are the backbone for
measurement and evaluation. Measurement is specified
and implemented by using Metrics, defining how to obtain and represent attributes’ values; basically, a metric
represents meta-data about the measurement or calculation method and the measurement scale. Evaluation is
defined and implemented by using Indicators, which
specify how to interpret attributes’ values and high-level
concepts of the quality model. Also the framework is
organization centered in the sense that the definition of the
involved concepts allows its integration and implementation along software and web projects within an organization, carrying out measurement and evaluation activities
as part of its quality assurance program.
In order to support the contextualization of these concepts, the M&E framework must be extended using a
context-aware approach. In the following sub-sections we
present the application of the context model and related
mechanisms presented in the previous sections to the
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

INCAMI framework to obtain support for context-aware
M&E in a clear and structured way in software and web
projects. The improved framework is called C-INCAMI.
From the definitions presented in Section 2.1, we now
perform a thorough analysis of their elements in order to
apply them to the M&E domain based on the terms defined in the INCAMI framework. It turns out that the
entity of interest, for which context is specified, is the
entity to be measured and evaluated to satisfy a specific
information need. This could be any instance of a product,
resource, process, or service being assessed. For example,
in the above motivating scenario the entity of interest is
the Cuspide.com’s shopping cart. The situation from
which relevance is considered is the M&E of the entity of
interest to satisfy the stated information need purpose,
focus concept and associated non-functional requirements,
and viewpoint, and also the entities related to the entity of
interest, as far as they are relevant to the assessment
meaning those that could affect how the focus concept of
the evaluation is interpreted on the entity to be assessed.
The entities to assess are typically involved in a software
JSEA
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project performed by an organization. Therefore, potential
relevant related entities from which information may be
extracted as context properties are:
 The project in which the entity is involved, including
the resources, artifacts, assets or other products used
in the project affecting the entity;
 The processes applied to the entity;
 The organization that runs the project itself;
 The stakeholders interested in the outcomes of the
evaluation;
 The environment external to that organization.
So context properties are obtained from properties associated to the definition of these concepts in the data base
schemata of the organization’s domain model. In turn,
values for these properties may be obtained from projects
and organizational memories. For example, in the situation of the “Cuspide.com shopping cart” evaluation in the
motivating scenario, the entity “Cuspide.com WebApp”
where the shopping cart is included—is relevant since its
attribute “supported natural language” may affect the
measurement and interpretation of readability of text in
the shopping cart help page a quality attribute included in
the non-functional requirements for external quality; thus
this attribute is considered as a context property. From the
previous analysis, we could summarize a tailored definition of context as a special entity, described by a set of
context properties that characterize the relevant state of
the situation of an entity subject to M&E. The situation of
the entity is defined by the information need and its interaction with other entities from which context properties are taken- regarding that need, as long as they affect
the implementation and interpretation of M&E for the
subject entity.
Once the context model has been understood and interpreted for the M&E domain it should be included in the
INCAMI framework as a new module. Then the necessary
relationships should be established to contextualize M&E
related concepts (see Figure 6). Two scenarios may be distinguished at this point. First, to describe the actual con-
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text characterizing the current situation of the entity being
assessed in a given M&E project, the corresponding Information Need is associated to a Context object (see the
characterizedBy association in the cited Figure). Second,
concepts in the INCAMI framework, whose definition
could determine they are more or less applicable to a
given target context are therefore considered a kind of
Contextual Entity. The identified contextual entities in
INCAMI are: Concept Model, Metric, and Indicator (see
the generalization relationships in the same Figure).
To complete the integration, all the context related data
and meta-data need to be stored in an organizational catalogue together with M&E data and meta-data to provide
all the projects with a single and consistent set of properties.

3.1. Specifying and Using Context
Now we discuss the specification and use of context information for the two scenarios of contextualization presented in the previous section.
In order to specify the actual context, which characterizes the current situation defined by the information need
in a particular M&E project, the relevant entities involved
in the context are identified. This is done by inspecting in
the organization’s catalogues the relationships of the en-tity to be assessed with entities belonging to different categories such as product, process, project, resource, stakeholder and the hosting organization itself (or related
ones). Once they are identified, the relevant properties
associated to each of them should be selected together
with the corresponding value, again from the organization’s catalogues. The choice of including each property
as relevant to describe the actual context is a decision of
the evaluator and its rationale should be specified for each
context property. Actual context descriptions can be used
in the interpretation and analysis of M&E results. For instance, when comparing evaluations results from two
M&E projects assuming both of them are comparable on
the basis of the entity category, non-functional require-

Figure 5. Contextualization in C-INCAMI.

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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ments, metrics and so forth the actual context can be compared to assure both projects are actually comparable;
otherwise, analysis results can be unreliable.
In the case of a target context, which characterizes the
ideal situation in which a contextual entity of the INCAMI
framework is applicable, the specification should be done
a priori and independently of any particular M&E project
and should be stored together with the contextual entity in
the organization’s catalogue. As before, the rational of
including each context property should be recorded for
each of them. In this case, no related entity is associated
with the target context. Target contexts can be used in
M&E design, when decisions may be required to select
context-sensitive artifacts for example, a metric to quantify a given attribute to determine whether they can be
coherently applied to the M&E project by comparing it to
its actual context.
Now, whether describing actual or target context, the
relevant context properties need to be quantified in order
to characterize a given situation. When describing the
actual context, a Context object is associated with a
number of relevant entities and a set of Context Properties.
Since context properties are defined as an Attribute specialization (recall Figure 3) a Metric can be associated to
each property in the catalogue. This way, Measurements

can be performed on the relevant entity, involved in the
actual context, following the associated Metric specification to quantify each context property. Conversely to
attribute quantification for evaluation purposes which
allows only one measurement per attribute, more than one
measurement is allowed for each context property whose
multiValueCriterion value is either AND or OR. For instance, in the introduced motivating scenario, for the
actual context description, the “supported natural language” roperty is relevant and more than one value, i.e.
“panish” and “English”, can be recorded simultaneously
(see Figure 7)
If the multiValueCriterion is XOR then only one
measurement is allowed for the context property; this
would be the case of, for example, the “development team
size” property.
When describing the target context of a contextual entity, since the target context describes the ideal context in
which a given contextual entity is suitable—and since we
sustain that the contextual entity can be applied successfully in more than one context—the multiple measurements assigned to each property represent the diffe- rent
values that these different contexts may present for that
property. For instance, the “Lexile text” metric3 to quantify the help page Readability of Text attribute in the

Figure 6. Example of an actual context specification.
3

http://www.lexile.com/about-lexile/lexile-overview/
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Cuspide’s shopping cart is a contextual entity since its
applicability depends on the natural language in which the
text is written, being useful just for English OR Spanish
languages. Note that our context model uses to a great
extent the same INCAMI conceptual base for specification and quantification of properties (see Figure 8).
The two above scenarios are the base for the core functionalities of the context-aware recommender system
which are detailed in the following sub-sections.

3.2. Context Based Recommendation System
So far the two scenarios of how context information is
used in C-INCAMI were addressed, stressing its role in a
context-aware M&E recommender system. Next we present the calculations designed to compare contexts descriptions to provide automated recommendations.
As commented before, contexts may be compared to
determine whether results from two M&E projects can
actually be compared or a contextual entity can be coherently applied in a given M&E project, e.g. when selecting a metric at measurement design time. The comparison mechanism is based on metrics designed for the
two above scenarios: 1) the Contextual Similarity metric
intend to compare two actual contexts from two separate
M&E projects, and 2) the Contextual Entity Applicability
metric, intended to compare the target context of a contextual entity against an actual context. In both cases, the
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metric values should be interpreted as the more similar/applicable when closer to 1. These metrics are discussed below.
3.2.1 Contextual Similarity Metric
This metric applies when comparing two actual contexts
from two different projects. In this comparison, all the
properties specified in both contexts are considered altogether regardless of whether or not they are present in
both contexts at the same time. Before going into details,
we present the notation we use:
By AC we denote an actual context defined by
(CP,CV,CW) where:
 CP  cp1 ,  , cpn  s the set of context properties
specified for a given context; they represent only
their meta-data (the properties definitions) as stored
in the organization’s catalogue;
 CVcp1  CVcp1 ,  , CVcpn  are the whole sets of
values describing some context, one set for each
context property, being CVcp1  CV1 ,  , CVm 
the set of values for the context property cpi ;
 CWcp1  CWcp1 ,  , CWcpn  is the set of relative
weights for eachn context property cpi; where each
CWcpi   and  CWcpi = 1 .
So, given the actuali=1contexts AC(a) = (CP(a), CV(a),
CW(a)), and AC(b) = (CP(b), CV(b), CW(b)) specified
for projects a and b respectively, we define:

Figure 7. Example of a target context specification.
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CP(a,b) = CP(a)CP(b) as the definitions of all the
distinct context properties specified by both AC(a) and
AC(b), and # CP(a,b) as the number of properties in
CP(a,b)
CSim  AC  a  , AC  b   =

#CP  a,b 



Then, contextual similarity CSim is calculated as the
weighted sum of the similarity between the equivalent
properties of AC(a) and AC(b) for all the properties included in CP(a,b), normalized by #CP(a,b):

CPW  cpi , AC  a   CPsim  cpi , AC  a  , AC  b  
#CP  a,b 

i=1

Where CPSim is a metric used to obtain the similarity
between two equivalent properties cpi from both contexts AC(a) and AC(b) (presented below), and CPW is a
function that returns the weight of a given context property cpk in the actual context of some entity e; if the
property is not present, it returns 0. In Equation 1 the
weight for each cpi are taken from the actual context
AC(a).
CPW  cpk , AC  e   = CWcpk  e  if cpk  CP  e 

otherwise
0

3.2.2 Context Property Similarity (CPSim) Metric
Remember that, from the definition of CP(a,b), cpi may
appear in one or both contexts, so the following is held:
cpi  CP  a,b  ,
cp j  CP  a  | cpi  cp j  cpk  CP  b  | cpi  cpk

,cpi  CP  a,b 

As before, let CVcpk    CV1 ,  , CVm  be the
values specified for context property cpk in the context
associated to the entity a and CVcpk  b  the values specified for the same context property in entity b, so we
define:
 CVcpk a,b  = CVcpk a   CVcpk b  as all the distinct
values specified for context property cpk from both
entities a and b altogether. Note that values in each
property comes from the same property definition,
as explained in Section 3.2;
 #CVcpk(a,b) as the number of values in CVcpk(a,b);
 ECVcpk a,b  = CVcpk a   CVcpk b  as the set of equal
values specified for context property cpk for both
entities; and,
 # ECVcpk  a, b  as the number of values in
ECVcpk  a, b  .
Then, the similarity between two equivalent context
properties in the contexts of entities a and b is defined as:

 #ECVcpk  a,b 
if cpk  CP  a   cpk  CP  b 

CPSim  cpk , AC  a  , AC  b     #CVcpk  a,b 
0
otherwise


3.2.3. Contextual Entity Applicability Metric
The metric presented next can be used to determine
whether a given contextual entity can be applied coherently to a given M&E project. The metric compares a
contextual entity’s target context with a project’s actual
context to determine the applicability degree of the contextual entity to the project. In this comparison, only the
properties specified for the target context are taken as
parameters, different from what occurs in the CSim metric
(Equation (1)) where all the properties specified for both
contexts where included. Now, the comparison is made on
#CP  e 

CApp =


i=1

#CP  e 

3.2.4. Context Property Applicability (CPApp) Metric
Unlike the CPSim metric (Equation 2), in order to perform
the calculation, the CPApp metric takes into account the

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

(2)

the basis of the target context instead of the actual context,
which may specify properties not relevant for the contextual entity.
Therefore, given the actual context AC(p)=(CP(p),
CV(p), CW(p)) specified for project p and the target context TC(e)=(CP(e), CV(e), CW(p)) specified for the contextual entity e, the contextual applicability CApp is calculated as the weighted sum of the applicability between
the equivalent properties of TC(e) and AC(p) for all the
properties included in CP(e), normalized by #CP(e):

CPW  cpi ,TC  e   CPApp  cpi ,TC  e  , AC  p  

Here, the weight returned by CPW for each cpi are
taken from the target context TC(e).

(1)

,cpi  CP  e 

(3)

multiValueCriterion of the context property in the target
context. When in a target context’s property the OR
criterion is specified, it should be checked that at least one
value of the target context’s property be present in its
actual context’s counterpart. If the AND criterion is spe-
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cified, it should be checked that all values in the target
context’s property are present in its actual context’s counterpart. So, CPApp is calculated as follows:
If cpk  CPa   cpk  CP b  does not hold, then
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Otherwise, if the multiValueCriterion is OR or XOR
then
CPAppcpk ,TC e , AC  p  = Equation (2)

CPAppcpk ,TC e , AC  p  = 0

if the multiValueCriterion of cpk is AND then

1 if #ECVcpk  e, p  = #CVcpk  e, p 
CPApp  cpk ,TC  e  , AC  p    
0 otherwise

It is worth mentioning that for the above discussed
metrics, the amount of context properties available in each
compared context is an important issue. If relevant properties are omitted when specifying either contexts involved in the comparison, the final results for the degree
of similarity/applicability will be undervalued. This may
lead to unreliable results and consequently to wrong interpretations and decisions. That is why special attention
in the selection of the proper relevant context properties in
both actual and target contexts should be paid.

3.3 Proof of Concept
By the following proof of concept, which is based on a
case study shown in [22], we try to illustrate how the
context-aware approach in the C-INCAMI framework
works. The starting point is to define non-functional requirements, and particularly the Information Need as
shown in Table 1.
Next, the actual context characterizing the information
need of this project should be specified. To this aim, the
relevant entities related to the “Cuspide’s shopping cart”
are identified by inspecting the organization’s domain
catalogues for related products, processes, projects, resources and stakeholders. As a result, we found that the
only related relevant entity is the “Cuspide e-Commerce
WebApp” product, which contains the entity to assess,
because some of its properties may affect the way measurement and/or interpretation is performed on the external
quality of the shopping cart.
The next step is to select from the catalogue the relevant properties associated with the above entity and to
quantify them properly. Table 2 presents the properties
available for the actual context. Each context property
contains all meta-data related to its definition (recall
Figure 3) of which only name, definition and relevance
are shown, and the assigned value describing the actual
state of the relevant context for that property.
After the context specification is completed a concept

model is selected and/or designed according to the particular evaluation needs. For this case an external quality
model was taken from the M&E catalogue and modified
to meet the project's needs as shown in Figure 9. Then the
measurement design activity should be performed so a
metric is selected and assigned for each attribute in the
external quality model. In the example, to quantify the
attribute Readability of text (coded 1.2.1.2 in Figure 9),
two metrics are found in the catalogue (see Table 3) together with the context where they are applicable, i.e.
their target contexts.
As discussed before, the applicability of both metrics
depends on the natural language in which the content is
written, as specified by the “Supported Natural Language” property in their target contexts. From these specifications we can see the “Gunning fog index” can only
be used for English texts while the “Lexile text” metric
can be used either for English or Spanish texts. Therefore,
their applicability to quantify the “Readability of text”
External Quality
1 Usability
1.1 Understandability
1.1.1 Icon/label ease to be recognized
1.1.2 Information grouping cohesiveness
1.2 Learnability
1.2.1 Help and Support
1.2.1.1 Help page
1.2.1.2 Readability of text
1.2.2 Predictive information for link/icon ...
1.3 Operability
1.3.1 Control permanence
1.3.2 Expected behavior of controls
2 Information Quality
2.1 Content Suitability

...
Figure 9. Excerpt of the external quality model for the cuspide’s shopping cart [19].

Table 1. The information need for the cuspide. com shopping cart case study.
Purpose

Focus

Point of view

Entity Category

Entity

Improve

External Quality

Customer user

WebApp’s shopping cart

Cuspide WebApp’s shopping cart

Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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Table 2. The properties of the actual context characterizing the information need.
Name
Definition
Relevance
Scale/Unit
Value
Name
Definition
Relevance
Scale/Unit
Value
Name
Definition
Relevance
Scale/Unit
Value
Name
Definition
Relevance
Scale/Unit
Value
Name
Definition
Relevance
Scale/Unit
Value

Market Scope
The scope of countries to which the marketing of the e-Commerce Web Site’s products are constraint.
May affect outcomes interpretation regarding Content Suitability, particularly Coverage. Related to the Website owner’s country property
[domestic, regional, global] (nominal categorical scale)
global
Website owner's country
The country in which the Web site's owner company resides.
May affect outcomes interpretation regarding Content Suitability, particularly Coverage. Related to Market
scope property
An enumeration of the countries' names (nominal categorical scale).
Argentina
Supported natural language
Natural languages in which the content of the Web site is written.
May help in measurement design since the Web site's text is part of the content whose quality will be measured
and evaluated
An enumeration of the natural languages' names (nominal categorical scale).
Spanish
Software release life-cycle stage
Stage that describes the stability of a released piece of software as the development process proceeds.
May affect outcomes interpretation since different quality levels may be observed at different stages.
[Pre-alpha, Alpha, Beta, Release Candidate, Release to Marketing, General Availability, Live Release] (ordinal
categorical scale).
Live Release
Content provider role type
Role or User type that provides the main content of the Web site.
May affect outcomes interpretation since different quality levels may be observed on content provided by
different types of providers.
[owner, registered user] (nominal categorical scale).
owner

Table 3. Metrics to quantify the Readability of Text attribute and their target contexts.
Metric Name

Lexile Text

Numerical Scale

Objective

To obtain a numeric representation of a text’s readability.

Value type

INTEGER

Value Interpre-

Number representing an individual’s reading ability or a

Scale type

ABSOLUTE

tation

text’s readability. The lower the value, the easier to read.

References

http://nces.ed.gov/pubs2001/200108.pdf

Representation

DISCRETE

Author

MetaMetrics, Inc.

Unit

Lexile

Target Context
Property name

Entity

Supported Natural Language

Cuspide.com WebApp

Metric Name
Objective
Value
Interpretation

References

Gunning Fog Index
To obtain the understandability of a piece of text.
Number of years of U.S. formal education that a
person requires to easily understand the text on the
first reading. The lower the value, the easier to
understand.
http://www.idph.state.ia.us/health_literacy/commo
n/pdf/tools/gunning.pdf
Robert Gunning

Author
Target Context
Property name
Supported Natural Language

Entity
Cuspide.com WebApp

attribute in the situation of the M&E project can be decided by comparing their corresponding target contexts
against the actual context characterizing the M&E project’s information need.
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Value
Spanish, English

Value
English

Logic Operator
OR

Numerical Scale
Value type
Scale type

INTEGER
ORDINAL

Representation

DISCRETE

Unit

Years

Logic Operator
OR

This comparison can be achieved automatically by
computing the applicability degree of each metric’s target
context to the actual context, using the CApp metric (see
Equation (3)). Then, evaluators will be able to select the
JSEA
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more applicable one, by observing the applicability value
of each metric. These calculations are illustrated next.
We first calculate the CApp metric on the “Lexile text”
metric. We begin by calculating the CPApp metric for its
only context property: “Supported natural language” So
let p be the M&E project on which the “Cuspide’s shopping cart” is assessed and lexile be the contextual entity;
then:
 CVSupported natural language  lexile  = {' english ', ' spanish '}

 CVSupported natural language  p  = {' spanish'}
 CVSupported natural language  lexile, p  = {' english ', ' spanish '}

 # CVSupported natural language lexile, p  = 2

 ECVSupported natural language lexile, p  = {' spanish'}

 # ECVSupported natural language lexile, p  = 1

So, according to the specification of the CPApp metric
and applying Equation (2), results:

CPApp  Supportednaturallanguage,TC  lexile  , AC  p   =

And, since “Supported natural language” is the only
property specified in the context of the lexile metric, by
calculating Equation (3) we obtain: CApp(lexile, p) = 0.5.
Besides, by performing the above calculi on the Gunning
fog index metric it results that: CApp(gunning,p) = 0. As
we can see from these outcomes, the “Lexile text” metric
got the highest degree of applicability, so it is chosen to
quantify the “Readability of text” attribute.
Note that the above calculations could appear a bit
complex to make just a simple comparison. Nevertheless
if more context properties would be specified in the target
context of the contextual entity, it would require only to
calculate the CPApp metric for each additional context
property and then compute CApp as defined in Equation.
3. When a large amount of attributes and their potential
metrics are involved, the advantage of using this procedure is paramount, even more if the procedure can be
automated in a recommender system.

4. Discussion and Related Work
In this article we argue that being able to specify in an
explicit and formal way the relevant context of M&E
projects, is of paramount importance. Thus we have applied the context-aware approach to a M&E framework
enabling the usage of context information to recommend,
at design time, the better contextual entity in a given
project or to perform, at later stages, more robust comparative analysis among projects. Disregarding this information may lead to less reliable analysis and recommendations [25].
Regarding the applied context-aware approach, it is
worth mentioning that although first designed for ubiquitous computing, it can be successfully applied to any
domain if a thorough analysis of the relevant entities types
and their properties is performed. To this aim, a model
should be designed to represent both context properties
data (values) and metadata, defining in an unambiguous
way their meaning and representation rules (e.g. measurement methods, scales and units). The chosen model and
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.
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#ECVSupportednaturallanguage  lexile, p 
#CVSupportednaturallanguage  lexile, p 

= 0.5

representation should match the intended purpose for the
context information taking into account the trade-off
between acceptable complexity and needed expressiveness.
Several works can be found in the literature applying a
context-aware approach. For instance, in [18] a process to
identify context descriptions from software engineering
research papers and a method to compare them, using a
hierarchical clustering algorithm, are presented. The comparison outcome is then used as an affinity parameter to
compare the results presented in the papers. In that work,
context information is recorded in a single-entry preset
template with no other definition than the entry name
making it more difficult to use it in intepretation activities.
In [19], a context-aware approach to represent and integrate static enterprise information and dynamic process
information in knowledge management is presented. Conversely to the previous work, this approach includes a
generic context knowledge structure model based on a set
of meta-information elements at different conceptual
levels for context description that can be interconnected
with ontologies in the business environment. The approach proposes to use the foundations of the Semantic
Web to store and interconnect context descriptions and
enterprise knowledge although nothing is said about how
to use or process context information. In [14] the contextaware approach is applied in a web engineering process
for the adaptation of applications to deliver context-relevant services and/or information to end users on a discovery basis. The proposal includes a conceptual model
based on context parameters that are connected with a
certain weight, i.e. a degree of relevance, to elements of
an existing domain ontology. A preset categorization of
context parameters (User&Role, Process&Task, Location,
Time, Device) to satisfy a broad variety of web application scenarios is provided, each one requiring specific
values relevant to the application domain. Authors argue
that such a categorization allows for a large degree of reuse when using context catalogues. Nevertheless this appJSEA
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roach may not be the most appropriated for domains other
than ubiquitous and pervasive computing (such as software engineering as in our work). For the representational
aspect authors chose OWL (Ontology Web Language).
The proposal also describes a scenario of use of how context is used in the engineering process of developing an
application. Authors in [26] present a version model that
supports context-dependent alternatives and a matching
algorithm for context-aware queries to provide contextaware data management. These elements are implemented
in an object-oriented database system with which a mobile tourist information system was implemented. The
model, that supports typing of context properties, was
built using an object-oriented data model and the implementation is based on a generic context engine both of
their own. The proposed model allows linking any context
property to any application domain concept. A common
issue of these works, and others, is the lack of a sound
conceptual base when it comes to context properties quantification, i.e. few or no metadata is specified about the
scales (and scales types) and units in which values are
expressed nor the methods used to obtain them. Consequently, interpretations and comparisons may lead to invalid conclusions.
In this work, having analyzed previously different representation approaches [16] based on a set of requirements particular to our purpose, we designed a context
information model using a measurement and evaluation
framework as a foundation. This way, capabilities related
to properties quantification are reused resulting in a
clearer and simpler definition of the concepts related to
context specification. The designed context model can be
implemented as a separate module to ease its integration
to existing systems. Also, its representation in RDF allows connecting its elements with existing application
domains and to implement context catalogues to enable a
more consistent reuse of context properties definitions.
Also a mechanism to compare context descriptions was
designed, although keeping a simple matching approach.
The resulting context-aware approach has the following
characteristics:
 Simple: a context property is defined as a specialization of an attribute which is already defined along
with measurement capabilities in a well structured
framework;
 Flexible: the context model can be plugged to any
application domain and reuse its entities and attributes definitions to specify context descriptions;
 Semantically defined and able to be validated: the
semantic and structure of each context property is
explicitly defined in the organization's data base
schemata from which the corresponding instances
were gathered;
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Regarding the application of the context-aware approach to the M&E, the need of being aware of the relevant context in this domain has been previously expressed
in several works although none of them have provided a
solution to explicitly specify and use context information
as we propose. For example, the ISO-15939 [5] measurement process states that “Characteristics of the organizational unit that are relevant to selecting measures and
interpreting the information products shall be explicitly
described” providing “the context for measurement” in
order to make clear “the assumptions that it embodies and
constraints that it imposes”. In addition it recommends
that context should be stored when collecting data to
verify it, understand it, and evaluate it. However, no
formal specification is represented to deal with such a
characterization. In [6], authors remark the importance of
having explicit representations of context to be effective
in interpreting and acting on measurement results. In this
sense they argue that “every process operates in an environment that contributes to or detracts from its prospects
for success”, and enumerate a number of factors which, if
quantified, may help to interpret data gathered from the
entities under examination. Guidelines are provided to
specify context information and to determine its boundaries in terms of the entities (and their relevant attributes)
affecting the entity being measured and analyzed. Examples of environment descriptions are given although using
a simple mechanism, i.e. a template form. In [4] authors
present a GQM-based (Goal Question Metric) process
model for measurement programs, which starts by characterizing "the current project and its environment with
respect to existing models and metrics". One of the main
principles in this work is that measurement goals should
be explicit, including the environment of the analysis
involving “the organization, the project, process model
used”, among others. Also a “process prestudy” is specified in which existing measurement documentation from
“programs performed in the same or a comparable context” is used, yet no specification of how to perform this
comparison is presented. Other authors as Kitchenham et
al. [10], and Briand et al. [3] advocate for the explicitness
and use of context information but a structured proposal to
achieve such a goal is missing.
Ultimately, the application of the context-aware approach to the INCAMI framework, as presented in this
article represents a contribution in the sense that a clear
and structured support to the specification of context
information for M&E projects in software organizations
has often been neglected.

5. Conclusion and Future Work
In this article we have discussed the application of the
context-aware approach for recommendation capabilities
JSEA
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in the INCAMI M&E framework result in the C-INCAMI
framework. We have noted, however, that the designed
context information representation can be used in any
domain so in this sense it can be considered a domainindependent approach.
In addition, we have shown, as an important contribution, that the application of the context-aware approach to
the M&E domain clearly benefits two scenarios: 1) by
assisting in the recommendation of design solutions, and 2)
by making the interpretation of outcomes among different
evaluation projects more consistent and comparable. Particularly, we have illustrated as proof of concept the case
where the more suitable metric (the contextual entity) was
recommended at measurement design time for the Cuspide’s shopping cart evaluation project (the actual context).
In both cases the foundation for the M&E recommender system is the proposed context specifications. As
another contribution we have provided the rationale of
how to quantify the context properties -reusing the concept of Attribute and Metric from the INCAMI framework- as well as the specification of the contextual similarity and applicability metrics that constitute the core of
the recommender system.
As result, C-INCAMI currently offers not only a simple,
flexible, goal-oriented organization approach but also a
consistent, semantically defined and able to be validated
mechanism for representing context information, therefore, giving support in the design and selection of contextual entities as well as in the consistent interpretation
and analysis of results coming from similar M&E projects.
Future work will focus on improving the matching approach to context comparison. Lastly, an in-progress line
of research is the implementation of an ontology-based
organizational memory application and its integration
with the contextual C-INCAMI framework and tool. That
is, the knowledge acquired and stored in a case knowledge
base from lessons learned in M&E projects may serve as
the basis for a recommendation system to support more
robust decision making.
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